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From the Editor
Asalam-o-Alikum!
Dear Parents and Students!
Writing is an exploration. You start from nothing and learn as you go. We cannot deny
the importance of writing. Allah SWT also said in Surah Noon; verse no 1

“Noon. By the Pen and What They Inscribe”
Finally, AIMS Education System showcased some of its student’s greatest skills in the form
of E-Magazine. The objective of launching the magazine is to motivate our young writers
to improve their writing skills and to become future scholars. Beginning with a very small
step we initiated to assemble few creative writings including poetry, stories, jokes, riddles
etc from the students. To add up here I would love to tell you that two of our talented
students wrote books named “Nasty the Fox” by student of class 4 and “The Soul in the
Winds” by class 8th student. They both played a motivational role for rest of the students.
In this first issue, we hope you will find joy in the write-ups of our brilliant students and
will appreciate their efforts. I invite all students of AIMS Education System to send their
writings and to all parents to motivate their children to write something for our second
issue of E-Magazine. I appreciate all students who put their effort and made this EMagazine happen.
I hope you enjoy the new approach of motivating students to write, and would appreciate
receiving your feedback. We have also added our E-Newsletter to keep you up-to-date on
news and events at our school so that you can stay connected and involved. We would like
to

hear

what

you

think

about

cocurricularcoordinator@gmail.com
Editor
Amna Tariq

our

student’s

magazine.

Please

email

us

at

Stories

The Prophet (S.A.W.W) and His Grandchildren
By: Sara Khan 6-A
Marjan Campus

One day there was a great gathering in the Prophet’s (S.A.W.W) Masjid where Prophet
(S.A.W.W) was telling the people about ALLAH and the wonderful ways of ALLAH. It was
very quite inside the Masjid that people hardly moved as the Prophet (S.A.W.W) spoke to
them. Then suddenly without warning, he stopped speaking and began to walk towards
the door. People were surprised and puzzled where could Prophet (S.A.W.W) be going
suddenly? It seemed strange, but it did not remain a mystery for long. When people in
the crowd turned around and followed the Prophet (S.A.W.W) with their eyes, they saw
two children smartly dressed in red shirts were walking towards the Masjid and as
Prophet (S.A.W.W) had been speaking, he had seen them through the door. The Prophet
(S.A.W.W) loved all children of course, but these were two very special children as far as
he concerned.
They were his grandsons, Hassan (R.A) and Hussain (R.A), the sons of the beloved
daughter of the Prophet (S.A.W.W), Fatima (R.A) and her husband Hazrat Ali (R.A), the
fourth caliph.
Naturally, the Prophet (S.A.W.W) loved the two boys very much and they in return loved
him. When children saw their beloved Grandfather; they grinned and started to run
towards him with their arms stretched out to embrace him.
The Prophet (S.A.W.W) was delighted to see them and brought them back to Masjid and
asked them to sit beside him. Then Prophet (S.A.W.W) resumed and crowd fell silent again
as they listened to the words of ALLAH’s great Messenger (S.A.W.W).
Naturally, Prophet (S.A.W.W) was a frequent visitor at the house of his daughter Fatimah
(R.A). he loved to be with Hassan (R.A) and Hussain (R.A) but he became very distressed
when he saw that either of the boys was unhappy or crying. When this happened, the
Prophet (S.A.W.W) would call his daughter and tell her to leave whatever she would have
been doing to attend the children. This was because the Prophet (S.A.W.W) thought that
nothing could be so important that it should come before a child who needed comfort.

The Ability to Eat
By: Tooba Kayani 1-G
Marjan Campus

Last Friday (April 9, 2015) we had the opportunity to visit a sick brother in a hospital in
East York, Canada. He had a pain in his stomach which caused it to explode. As a result,

the doctors had to remove half of his stomach through an operation. For seven days he
has been unable to eat or drink anything. Nutrients are being provided to him by
specialized methods. During our visit we told him to be patient and pray to ALLAH for a
quick recovery. At one point he made very important statement, he said, “Now I have
understood that if ALLAH does not want, we cannot even being able to eat a grain of rice
or drink something. It is a great blessing”

Friends and Betrayal
By: Husaffa kayani 8th-A
Marjan Campus

I guess you people would be confused and probably wonder what in the world am I
referring to? But slow down folks, let me at last start.
“Now you cannot be trusted” this was said to me by:
A friend who referred me as a sister
A friend who claimed I told her more about her than even she knows about herself.
A friend who knew I would never betray.
A true sister
A friend who knew I had never given her wrong advice
Now I must say all the above options are true….
You know when such thing happened there is this weird sensation. You have a stinging
pain in your heart, tears building in your eyes, broken heart, you cannot think straight
and you feel sick. This is what happened when you trust people, when you care for people,
when you keep giving without asking anything in return, but a mark on your trust
worthiness and a sudden comprehensive assurance of your stupidity, even worse when you
confront them in your heart of hearts.
I know what you might be thinking that in this life it happens all time what’s the big
deal; these things are natural but dear you are absolutely wrong. I, for once, refuse to
believe that betrayal by friend is natural or there lies by friends are natural we have the
entire other world for that. I guess it’s difficult for you to understand when something like
this has not happened to you, but I pray to ALLAH that it never does because believe it or
not, it is painful.
I am not saying do not make friends or don’t trust them because friendship is a very
sacred relation, but just try to keep it confined to a few people who might have the
change to ever hurt you.
This is all on my part. I hope I made my point clear.

Exam Fever!
By: Amna Baqi
Marjan Campus

We all know that we get so worked up when our exams are near, the phobia almost
murders us. Here are some secrets to success. The truth of matter, gear friends that
nobody accepts your own will to study and your own resolution to excel can able you to
prepare well. Hence, before anything else, you need to be entirely convinced as to the
importance of getting good grades. Many of you might consider exams and results of little
importance in professional life as we do hear things like, the famous mystery writer
‘Agatha Christie’ was dyslexic and she did not do well at school so it might make you
think that a bad grade in math now is not issue for you either. However, happy go lucky
attitude will not get you anywhere.
Do you not think that we need to put our heart and soul in anything we do? Getting
graded accordingly to a proper system would show us where we stand in life academically
and trust me academics are important.
Now, that I have hopefully convinced you as to the significance of scoring well, I would tell
you how to do that. Once you have set your mind to it, remember that nothing is
impossible. All you need to do is develop and maintain your focus and work hard. Make
sure that you have complete notes of all subjects a few months prior to the exams. You
will then have to thoroughly go through your books and notes. A common phenomenon
‘selective study’ is highly discouraged. Make sure that you revise each and every subject
and not leave some and hope that luck might take your side.
Optimism is good but there’s something called realism existing as well. Devise a time table
for your preparation and don’t ever forget to stick to it. However do not overburden
yourself and give yourself a few threats in the middle. Just on the morning of your
examination, be confident. Be certain of your preparation, of your time management and
skills and just relax. All you need on that morning is faith in yourself and in ALLAH. Last
minute revision is ill advised. A few months you might feel your dear internet and beloved
idiot box (T.V.), but believe me, in the long run, it will all pay off. Hope that you perform
great in exams.

Story
By: Asma Baqi
Marjan Campus

Once upon a time there was a girl named Sara. She liked yellow color so she always wore
a yellow frock with sharp pointy stars on its belt. She loved to read books and karate
which her brother taught her. One day, the family was on their way to Murree when they
stopped at the midway for a break. As they were eating their snacks, Sara saw a
beautiful doll little farther away. She went there to see but she was kidnapped by
someone. When she woke up she was in a dark house tied with ropes. She was quite
smart, she cut the ropes with the sharp pointing stars of her belt and kicked the man in
front of him, and her kick was so hard that his tooth fell. She ran away. In the way she
saw an old lady passing the road. But she was so old that she could not pass the road
easily. Sara helped her passing the road and so old lady prayed her, “May you find your
right path”. Sara smiled and said ‘Aameen’. After this, she turned and saw her parents
standing on the other side of road trying to find Sara. She ran to them and hugged them.
When, she turned back to thank the lady for her pray, she’d gone. Sara grinned and
thanked ALLAH S.W.T.

This House is too Small
By: Khowla Salahuddin 5th-A
Marjan Campus

We are living in new house because our house is too small. It was not too small when I was
a baby. Because then there were only three of us. One room was for mom and dad and
one room was mine. It was not too small when my sister born because she came in my
room with me but then my brother was born. He needed a bed soon. There was no place
for one more bed that’s why our house was too small.

A Naughty Boy
By: M Hamza Qureshi 1 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

Sajid was a naughty boy. He took delight in beating and teasing others. His parents were
worried about their son, but he did not care a bit. He teased everyone specially Mehmood.
He was a lean and thin boy. He was calling him “blacky”. One day Sajid and Mehmood
went out to the forest to hunt birds. They were lost in the forest. They trembled with
fear. In the forest barbarians caught both of them. They decided to sacrifice a one boy.

They chose Sajid because he was healthy. But Mehmood requested them to sacrifice him
instead of Sajid. He was a soft hearted boy. Sajid was surprised to see this. At the same
time Sajid wokeup. It was only a dream. It had taught Sajid the lesson of his life never
teased anyone again.

The Turnip
By: Hadiya Khanum 1 G
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

An old man planted a turnip. The turnip grew very big. The old man tried to pull it up,
but it didn’t move. He got his wife. The old woman grabbed the old man and the old man
grabbed the turnip. They pulled and pulled, but the turnip didn’t move. So the old
woman got the dog. The dog grabbed the old woman, the old woman grabbed the old
man and the old man grabbed the turnip. They pulled and pulled but the turnip didn’t
move. So the dog got the cat. The cat grabbed the dog, the dog grabbed the old woman,
the old woman grabbed the old man and the old man grabbed the turnip. They pulled
and pulled and ……… crash….

The Dog and the Wolf
By: Fatima 4 G
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

A giant wolf was almost dead with hunger when he happened to meet a house dog who
was passing by. “Ah Cousin”, said the dog. “I knew how it would be; your irregular life
will soon be the ruin of you. Why do you not work steadily as I do and get your food
regularly given to you?” “I would have no objection” said wolf “if I could only get a place.”
“I will easily arrange that for you” said the dog, “come with me to my master and you
shall share my work.” So the wolf and dog went towards the town together. On the way
there the wolf noticed that the hair on a certain part of the dog’s neck was very much
worn away, so he asked him how that had come about, “oh! It is nothing”, said the dog.
“That is only the place where the collar is put on at night to keep me chained up; it
chafes a bit but one soon gets used to it.” “Is that all?” said the wolf. “Then good bye to
you master dog. It is better starving free than is a fat slave.”

The Light House
By: Maaz Khan 4 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

Once upon a time in a very small house, mum, dad, brother and sister lived. The house
was in a scary place that at night there were ghosts at their house. They were very
scared. They decided to buy a new house they thought to go to a light house. At the next
day they packed everything and went. When they reached the light house they were very
happy when they saw the house. At bed time brother and sister were in one room and
mum & dad in other. At night when they were sleeping the sharks were making sounds,
airplanes were going; walls were knocking and all over there were ghosts. The brother
woke up and waked sister up also, they went to mum’s room and told mum everything.
The light house was scarier than the old house. Mum and dad were very unhappy and
said where we should go. The next day when they sleep that time nothing happened, then
for since a week it didn’t happen, after a month they said “it was just our first time.”

Story
By: Fakhia Farooq 3 G
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

Once there was a girl. Her name was Dania. She bought a new house. She lived there from
1282 till 1291. After a day, her friend Ayesha came to her home. Dania gave her water
to drink. The next morning Ayesha said to her that she would stay at their home for
three weeks. The girl asked, ‘Why?’ She said, “My father and mother have gone with my
brothers to England for three weeks, so I will stay at your home.” The girl said, “Ok.”
Dania and Ayesha ate the breakfast and went to school. There they read English, Math
and Urdu. They eat their lunch and come back to their home. They did their homework
and went to bed. When Dania slept, Ayesha quietly woke up and tore her homework
pages. She went to sleep. The next day, Dania said to Ayesha to wake up. Ayesha woke up
and took the breakfast. At school, Dania’s teacher asked, “Who has done the homework?”
Whole class said “I have done” “I have done.” First her teacher checked Dania’s homework.
She said, “Dania! You were saying that you have done the homework. Where have you
done your homework?” Dania’s teacher gave her punishment for two hours. Dania stood
out of the class with hands up and one foot. She was crying and thinking that she had
done the homework but who had erased or torn the homework pages. After a few
moments Ayesha said to her teacher, “may I go to washroom?” She come out and asked
Dania why she had not done her homework? Dania said, “I had done my homework but

someone has torn my homework pages.” Ayesha said, “Oh, Oh, Oh, poor Dania you have
not done your homework, that’s why you are trying to tell me a lie. I am not unlike. I
know who is telling a lie. Ayesha goes to washroom. Dania thought that might be Ayesha
had torn the pages. She came back to her home and went to Ayesha’s home. There she
saw that her mother and father were crying and saying, May Ayesha be safe from
thieves. When she listen that, she was surprised. She went to her home and said to Ayesha
to get out oh her house. “You are very big cheater.” She held her hand and took her to
her home and told her parents that thieves had not taken Ayesha but she had come to
her home and said that her mother and father had gone to England for three weeks. Her
parents said to Ayesha that she had to do so much work, and go to her room. “We will
now not give you any pocket money for three years but will give pocket money to Dania
for six years. Then Ayesha did her homework. Dania tore her pages. The teacher gave her
very hard punishment.

Poetry

Beautiful Scene
By: Asma Asif 5th-A
Marjan Campus

In front of me is a beautiful scene
I can see trees all so green
All those clouds that have left the rain
All that water in the drain

The Beauty of Night
By: Zahra Khan 3-A
Marjan Campus

The sun went down, the moon arose,
I came out at night,
To see how much it had grown,
It was more than a semi circle,
The sight calmed me down,
The beauty of the night,
The black sky, the golden moon,
The wonderful beauty of night,

Watch yourself!
By: Husaffa Kayani 8th-A
Marjan Campus

Watch your thoughts, they become words.
Watch your words, they become actions.
Watch your actions, they become habits.
Watch your habits, they become character.
Watch your character, it becomes destiny.

Which name?
By: Husaffa Kayani 8th-A
Marjan Campus

Thanks to those who hated me, they made me strong
Thanks to those who loved me, they made my heart bigger,
Thanks to those who were worried about me, they let me know that they actually care,

Thanks to those who entered my life
They made me know who I am today, thanks to those who left me; they made me realize
that nothing lasts forever.

Poem
By: Noora 1 G
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

I was wondering in the garden of flowers
They were faded
The weather was a coal factory
The fruits were rotten
But still was wandering
Suddenly the clouds arrived there
The lightening in the sky
The cold breeze
The fluttering of flowers were then with such a charming weather
Is at beneath the tree
And enjoyed the blowing of the breeze

The Two Twins Went for a Walk
By: Abdullah Haroon 4 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

The two twins went for a walk
Whether it is hot whether it is cold
As they walked along
The two twins saw the rainbow
Whether it is colorful or not
As they walked along
Two twins float their boat gently
Down the steam, if you see a
Crocodile don’t forget to scream

Poem
By: Waleed Nazir 1 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

One tree can start a forest
One smile can release tension
One voice can finish darkness
One voice can make a nation
One wise can teach a lot
One sentence can express more
One star can guide someone
One clap can left up a soul
One person can bring revolution
One movement can change the world
One prayer can make the fate
One action can serve a life
One try makes us fly

Poem
By: Laiba Sulaiman 3 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

Glorious afternoon
Gentle breeze, fleecy white clouds
Destination, peace and contentment
Hum and dorn of insects
Wooded hillside, stately pines
Groves of silver-grey birch, purple heather in bloom
Rushing mountain stream, sparkling blue lake
Ruins of an old castle
Shrouded peak tops, pearly haze
Natural trail, explored hidden path
Enjoyable afternoon
The return journey

My Friend Ruvaiba
By: Zahra 3 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

Ruvaiba is very nice girl
When she goes out at night
The moon shines so bright
And when she wears something shiny
The sun looks so tiny
She eats food and also wears boots
Nature is very beautiful
But not more than my friend Ruvaiba

History
By: Alishba Ishtiaq 5 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

Oh boring history
You are just a mystery
Names, places, dates and maps
And where is the time for our naps
How can we learn you?
How can we remember you?
You are just a forgettable mystery
Oh boring history
You are just a mystery

Poetry
By: Summaya Rauf 2 G
PWD Al-Haisam Campus

Burgers, pizzas, chicken wings
Tacos, French fries, onion rings
Ice cream, donuts, cookies, cakes
Soda, chips and chocolate shakes
These are things I like too much
Breakfast, dinner, snacks and lunch

Poem
By: Anonymous
PWD Al-Haisam Campus

The boy is flying kite
The boy is very happy
The boy’s shirt is green
One day he came out and flew
The kite fell in home
Then he started crying
Her mother said, “What happened?”
He said, “My kite has fallen into the home”
Her mother brought him a new kite
He was very happy and
Said to mother, “Thank you”

Look what I
have
written

“You have come this far, don’t give up now”
Pressure of Exams!
By: Samara Ghasshin 8th-A
Marjan Campus

Sound familiar? Then you’re a normal student and if you don’t get this then you are
either really, really, really confident, stupid or possibly not from this universe (just
saying). Pressure of exams, it gets to everyone. Exam week (or week for us) is one of the
tensest full and stressful weeks for a student in his/her entire year. During exams or
before exams you shouldn’t say that “haey! Main tou gaya, mein tou fail he ho jana hai”
but instead of this, say that “I can do it, I can beat the others and I can show them all.”
it’s all about I can, it’s not about I can’t. Life is full of depressions and exams is merely one
of them because:
“Depression is like a war. You either win or die trying”
And I am very sure no one wants to die trying but instead, everyone wants to win. So get
out there, study and pray seriously, pray. Another thing that I want to add is a saying of
Bill Gates (ring a bell?)
“I failed my exam in some subjects but my friend passed, now he’s an engineer in
Microsoft and I am the owner”. This doesn’t mean that if you also fail you will own a
company. This is just because may be Bill Gates was non-serious first but then he decided
to study hard and now you can see him yourself, an inspiration to many. So what I am
saying is try to win because “life is the most difficult exam many people fail because they
try to copy others, not realizing that everyone has a different question paper” also keep
this in mind. So good luck, study hard and show them all what you’re capable of.
To reach the top you don’t have to be book warm, just stay cool and give your best.

Wise Sayings of Hazrat Ali (R.A)
By: Ayesha Bano 7th-A
Marjan Campus



Fear ALLAH and you will have no cause to fear any one.



Resignation to the will of ALLAH is the cure of the disease of heart.



The word of ALLAH is the medicine of your heart.



The days of life pass away like clouds, so do good when you are alive



Know Your Planet



Earth is the only planet on which water can exist in liquid form on the surface



Antarctica is the highest, driest and coldest continent on the earth.



Earth travels through space at 66700 miles per hour



Only 11% of the earth’s surface is used to grow food



About 70% of the earth’s fresh water is stored as glacier ice.



Only 3% of the earth is fresh , rest 97% is salted of that 2% is frozen in ice sheets,
while means only 1% fresh water is found in lakes, rivers and underground



The warmest sea in the world is red sea, where temperature range from 68 degrees
to 87.8 degrees



Asia is covered 30% of the earth land area, but show 60% of the population



The total surface area of the earth is 197 million squares miles.

Tigers
By: Anonymous
Marjan Campus

Tigers live in Asia. Most tigers live in forests but some live in swamps. Tigers are the
biggest cats in the world. They have orange and black stripes. No two tigers have the
same pattern. It also helps them to hide in the forest. Tiger cubs are born blind. They feed
on their mother milk for six to eight weeks. They live with their mother for about two
years. She teaches them how to hunt.

The Brown Hare
By: Azka Saleem 1-G
Marjan Campus

Brown hares look a lot like rabbits. They have long ears with black tips. In winter their fur
is dark brown but in summer it is lighter in color. Brown hares are larger than rabbits
and have longer legs. They can run very fast. They like to live in flat grassy places. Brown
hares eat wild flowers in summer and grass in winter. They also like to eat farmer’s crops.
A hare’s home is called form. It is little hole where the hare hides from animals that hurt
it. Baby hares are brown in the spring and are called leverets.

Cleanliness
By: Shayan 4 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus

We should clean our body like our face and hair too. If you want to clean your hair, you
need shampoo. If you want to wash the face take some water for you. If you want to

clean your hand, you need water again. Please clean your body with water also and wear
clean clothes.

My country Pakistan
By: Mujtaba Shinwari 1 B
PWD Al-Haisam Campus

My country’s name is Pakistan. Pakistan came into being on 14 August 1947. Quaid-eAzam is the founder of Pakistan. Pakistan has five provinces. Pakistan is an agricultural
country. It has variety of languages.

My Eid-ul-Azha
By: Zanib Amaan Ali 1 G
PWD Al-Haisam Campus

I was waiting for Eid-ul-Azha. I had brought my dress for it. Then the day of Eid-ulAzha came. I woke up early in the morning. I took a bath Eid. I changed my clothes for
the day. My brothers also changed their clothes. We ate sawayan in our breakfast. I went
out to see my friends. Their names are Gohar, Ahmed, and Abdullah. I saw that my
friends, Bunti and Bilal got there animals slaughtered by the butcher. We prayed for
animals. I came and told my parents that I had seen animals being slaughtered. My
parents told that it is Sunnah Ibrahim. All Muslims do so. Eid-ul-Azha tells us that we
should obey our Allah. And it was my Eid that I had enjoyed with my family and
relatives.

My Auto Biography
By: Summaya Rauf 2 G
PWD Al-Haisam Campus

My name is Summaya and I grew up in Rawalpindi with my family of four. Life was
simple. I started my schooling from APS and then later I took admission in AIMS
Education System. My siblings and I participated in the games. I quickly understood the
importance of preparation, hard work, and respect. My parents and teachers have
completely supported my struggle and I am thankful to them for it.

Fun Facts

Amazing Medical Facts
By: Ayesha Bano 7th-A
Marjan Campus



The average red blood cell lives for 120 days.



Considering all the cells and tissues in your body, 2.5 million new cells are being
produced each second.



A sneeze generates a wind of 166 km/h and cough moves out at 100 km/h.



Our heart beats around 10,000 times each day.



Your eyes can distinguish up to one million color surfaces and take in more
information than the largest telescope known to man.



Our lungs inhale over two million liters of air every day, without even thinking.
They are large enough to fill a tennis court.



When we touch something, we send a message to our brain at 124 mph.



We are about 70% water.



We exercise at least 30 muscles when we smile.

Interesting Facts about Pakistan
By: Ayesha Bano 7th-A
Marjan Campus



Pakistan has the second largest Muslim population in the world



About one fifth of the population lives below the international poverty line



More than 60 languages are spoken in Pakistan



96% of population is Muslim, just over 1.5% is Christian



Pakistan has the 6th largest military force in the world



Pakistan qualified for the Golf World Cup for the first time in 2009

Funny but True
By: Ayesha Bano 7th-A
Marjan Campus



If yelled for 8 years, 7 months and 6 days you would produce enough sound energy
to heat one cup of coffee



Banging your head against the wall uses 150 calories an hour.



An ostrich’s eye is bigger than its brain.



Just twenty seconds worth of fuel remained when Apollo 11’s lunar module landed
on the moon.



If you attempted to count the stars in a galaxy at the rate of one every second, it
would take are 30,000 years to count them all.



Human hair and finger nails continue to grow after death.



Termites cut wood twice as fast when listening to heavy metal sound.



Apples, not caffeine are more efficient at waking you up in the morning.

Interesting Information
By: Maaz Khan 4 B
G-10 Al-Beruni Campus



An apple a day keeps the doctor away.



Monkey has 2 brains.



Grasshopper has white blood.



Mount Everest is the biggest mountain in the world.



The largest bone in human body is the Temporal bone.



Word TOWN is the oldest word in English.



The alphabet E is used in most English words.

Jokes

Jokes
By: Fatima Hanif 8 A
Marjan Campus

A man wearing a head phone went to a hair dresser for getting a haircut. The hairdresser
asked him to take them off. The man replied that he would die if he took it off. The
hairdresser was astonished, but he did not say anything and quietly took off his
headphones.
Surprisingly, the man died after five minutes.
Astonished the hair dresser put the headphones to his ears. He could hear voice:
“Breath in…. Breath out…..”
“Breath in…. Breath out…..”

Jokes
By: Iffrah Saeed 5 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

1. A man went to the doctor because he had been feeling very ill for days. The doctor
gave him several sets of pills and instructed: “Take the green pill with two big
glasses of water when you get up. An hour later take the white pill with another
glass of water. Take the blue pill with a big glass of water after lunch. Mid afternoon
take the orange pill with plenty of water, repeat that at dinner. Then just before
going to bed, take the red pill with several big glasses of water.” The man was
alarmed at the huge volume of medicine he had been given to take, and nervously
asked, “What’s the diagnosis? What’s wrong with me?” the doctor said, “You are
dehydrated”
2. One dark night, two men were walking home after a party and they decided to
take a shortcut through the cemetery. Right in the middle of the cemetery, they
were startled by a tap-tap-tapping noise coming from the misty shadows.
Trembling with fear, they found an old man with hammer and chisel, chipping
away at one of the headstones. “Hello Mister” one of them said after catching his
breath, “You scared us half to death, we thought you were a ghost! What are you
doing, working here so late at night?” “Those fools!” the old man grumbled. “They
misspelled my name on the tombstone.”
3. Customer: “Waiter, there’s a dead beetle in my soup.” Waiter, “Yes sir, they are not
very good swimmers”

4. Mother: “What did you learn at school today?” Son: “How to write.” Mother: “What
did you write?” Son: “I don’t know, they haven’t taught us how to read yet!”
5. Teacher: “Whoever answers my next question, can go home.” One boy threw his bag
out of the window. Teacher: “Who just threw that?” Boy: “Me! I’m going home
now.”

Jokes
By: Sara Wali 8 A
Marjan Campus

Teacher: How do Chinese name their children?
Thon: When the child is born, they throw him from the top of the stairs. The noise the
child makes becomes his name forever.
Mother: Why did you throw the butter out of the window?
Tack: I wanted to see the butter, fly.
Q: Why did a man with one hand cross the road?
A: He wanted to go to the second hand shop.

Riddles

Riddles
By: Anonymous
Marjan Campus

1) What has to be broken before you can use it?
2) What begins with ‘T’ ends with ‘T’ and has ‘T’ in it?
3) What has a neck but no head?
4) What has a thumb and four fingers but not alive?
5) What has a face and two hands but no legs?
Answers:
1) Egg
2) Teapot
3) Bottle
4) Glove
5) Clock

Riddles
By: Zahra 3 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

Q: What is the thing which has one head, one foot and four legs?
Q: How can you spell cold with two letters?
Q: What goes up but never comes down?
Q: What has two hands, a round face, always runs but stays in a place?
Answers:
1) Bed
2) IC
3) Your age
4) Clock

Riddles
By: Iffrah Saeed 5 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus

Q: What kind of rooms has no doors or windows?
Q: Take off my skin. I won’t cry but you will! What am I?
Q: Imagine if you are in a dark room. How do you get out?
Q: Which weighs more, a pound of feathers or a pound of bricks?

Q: What is at the end of a rainbow?
Answers:
1) Mushroom
2) An onion
3) Stop imagining
4) they both weight one pound
5) the letter W

Miscellaneous

Quotations
By: Ayesha Bano 7 A
Marjan Campus

1. Never mistake knowledge for wisdom. One helps you make a living, the other helps
you make a life. (Sandra Carey)
2. Problems are only opportunities with thorns on them (Hugh miller)
3. Do not worry that children don’t listen to you; worry that they are always
watching you (Robert Fulghum)
4. To dream the person you would like to be, is to waste the person you are
(Anonymous)
5. Be like a postage stamp. Stick to one thing until you get there (Josh Billings)
6. If you don’t find peace in yourself, you will not find it anywhere else (Paul A.
Bendy)
7. We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing, while others judge is by what
we have already done. (Anonymous)
8. Learn from the mistakes of others, you can’t live long enough to make them all
yourself (Anonymous)
9. No one knows what he can do until he tries (Pubilis Syrus)
10.

No one is wise at all time (Pliny the Elder)

Word search
By: Iffrah Saeed5 G
I-8 Al-Razi Campus
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1.

Berlin

9.

Melbourne

2.

Beijing

10.

Washington

3.

Bangkok

11.

Shanghai

4.

Damascus

12.

Taipei

5.

Delhi

13.

Oslo

6.

Havana

14.

Kathmandu

7.

Istanbul

15.

Paris

8.

Luxembourg

